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If you want
more information:

The Dictionary of Collective Memory
is a pioneering work in the studies
of our recent history, which takes the
pulse of a demanding society, attentive to the legacy of other memories
and to the proposals of the new research currents.
GEDISA editorial thus undertakes a
leading project with a deep understanding in the social sciences,
endorsed by the participation of a research team that brings together about
two hundred specialists and contemporary historians from the international
field and Spanish language.
The book, which chooses the Dictionary form, allows the identification and detailed
analysis of historical episodes, concepts and categories of studies on memory. It
also has the graphic support of some of the most significant images of our contemporary history.
A cross-section also traces the journey traveled in the different continents around
the management of its memory, the image of the political and social traumas they
lived after World War II, the international projection of that image and the policies
that were assumed later.
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What is the collective
memory?

diccionary of collective memory
This work contributes to the generation of
knowledge about the social processes in
which contemporary public memory has
been built. It is a high-level scientific work on
the management of memory –its traumas, but
also the challenges of restitution and coexistence– in Europe and America throughout
the XX and XXI centuries.

The “collective memory” begins to
collect relevant in the 1970s. It is from
then on that that the traces of the past
in our present begin to be considered
through new explorations, such as the
memory of the citizens united by a
common experience, the sedimentation
and transmission of memory or the attention to voices ignored by local historiographies.

Why
is this book
significant?

Bombing of Dresde © Granger, NYC/album

World Trade Center Attempt,
September 11st, 2001
© Cordon Press

Memory of the massacre of Tlatelolco’68 on Mexic| © Cordon Press

GEDISA editorial puts in the hands of the reader a dynamic and didactic book as
well as rigorous; a book accessible to a broad and restless public, in addition to a
work of academic inquiry of reference, which will facilitate professional research and sociocultural analysis of a topic that has renewed the agenda of university
research in the last ten years, not only in History but in the rest of disciplines pertaining to humanities and social sciences.
Salvador Allende on “Palacio de la Moneda”, September 11st, 1973. © Cordon Press
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